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Peter Schlein (left) and Dino Goulianos at the 
Fermilab Workshop on Small-x and Diffractive 
Physics at the Tevatron. 

Hard diffraction and 
small-x 

In the United States, phrases such 
as "small-x evolution", "the BFKL 

Pomeron", "deep-inelastic rapidity-
gap events" and "hard-diffraction" do 
not generate the same intensity of 
discussion amongst high-energy 
physicists that they do in Europe. 
However, for three days in the fall 
such discussion filled the air at 
Fermilab. The "2nd Workshop on 
Small-x and Diffractive Physics at the 
Tevatron" was a review of the rapid 
theoretical and experimental 
progress taking place in this field. 

Although Quantum Chromo-dynam-
ics (QCD) has been established as 
the theory of strong interactions for 
twenty years, as yet neither pertur-
bative high-energy calculations nor 
low-energy non-perturbative tech
niques have been successfully 
extended to the mixture of high 
energy and low transverse momenta 
which characterize traditional "soft" 
diffractive processes. 

The simplest soft diffractive process 
is elastic scattering. In this case it is 
easiest to accept that there is an 
exchanged "pomeron", which can be 
pictured as a virtual entity with no 
electric charge or strong charge 
(colour), perhaps like an excitation of 
the vacuum. The same pomeron is 
expected to appear in all diffractive 
processes. Understanding the 
pomeron in QCD is a fundamental 
theoretical and experimental chal
lenge. In the last two or three years 
the "frontier" in this challenging area 
of QCD has been pushed back 
significantly in both theory and 
experiment. 

Progress has been achieved by 
studying the evolution of hard colli
sions to relatively smaller constituent 

momenta (small x) and by studying 
"hard" diffractive collisions containing 
simultaneous signatures of diffraction 
and hard perturbative processes. The 
hard processes have included high 
transverse momentum jet production, 
deep inelastic lepton scattering, and 
(most recently) W-production. The 
pioneer experiment was UA8 at 
CERN, which found events with a 
"nearly elastic" antiproton in which 
the proton was excited to a massive 
state containing jets (March 1992, 
page 4). Interpreted as evidence for 
quark or gluon constituents in the 
pomeron (as suggested by Gunnar 
Ingelman and Peter Schlein), a 
"hard" pomeron structure was fa
voured, one in which nearly all the 
pomeron momentum is often carried 
by a single gluon or quark. 

Recently the discovery in deep-
inelastic scattering at the HERA 
electron-proton collider at DESY, 
Hamburg, of both the fast structure 

function rise at small-x and the 
significant production of 'rapidity gap' 
events (September 1993, page 6) 
has attracted most attention. The 
Fermilab Tevatron collaborations, 
CDF and DO, are exploiting their high 
energy to provide definitive studies of 
rapidity gap events with various jet 
configurations, thus extending the 
breadth and vitality of the subject. 

The realization that perturbative 
calculations, originally aimed at small 
momentum transfer processes, can 
be applied to the small-x evolution of 
parton distributions has (together 
with the experimental developments) 
also produced a burst of theoretical 
activity. The Balitsky-Fadin-Kuraev-
Lipatov (BFKL) pomeron can pro
duce the observed rise in small-x 
structure and may also appear in 
hard diffractive processes. 

Questions of how perturbative 
processes can consistently produce 
hard diffraction, when the BFKL 
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pomeron will appear, and what the 
higher-order corrections will be, have 
been the major issues. The current 
status and directions for future 
progress were reviewed in a stimulat
ing overview presented in the open
ing talk by Al Mueller. Issues relevant 
to HERA were covered by Jochen 
Bartels. 

At the time of the first Small-x and 
Diffractive workshop in 1992, HERA 
was just beginning operation. In 
contrast the latest workshop opened 
with a succession of talks describing 
the impressive range of HERA 
results already obtained. Experi
ments ZEUS and H1 are investigat
ing the remarkably frequent deep-
inelastic events with a "rapidity gap", 
- an angular region completely 
devoid of particles. This is a signa
ture of pomeron exchange, as the 
pomeron carries no colour. The 
standard interpretation is that, just as 
the electron radiates a photon, the 
proton radiates a pomeron, and the 
photon-pomeron collision sometimes 
gives rise to jets of hadrons. This 
gives the possibility of directly prob
ing the pomeron's structure with the 
photon (a technique which has taught 
us much of what we know about the 
structure of the proton). 

With the closure of the CERN 
Collider in 1990, hadron collider 
studies could only be continued at 
the Fermilab Tevatron. Since neither 
the CDF nor DO experiments have 
very forward detectors, attention also 
turned to rapidity-gap diffractive 
events. At the workshop, Anwar 
Bhatti for CDF and Tracy Taylor for 
DO reported events with two high 
transverse momentum jets separated 
by a large rapidity gap. This gap 
implies a colourless exchange and 
the large transverse momentum 
exchange (typically 50 GeV) implies 
a perturbative process. The simplest 
possibility is two gluons, but the full 

BFLK pomeron could be responsible. 
If it is pomeron exchange, its squared 
momentum transfer is about a 
thousand times greater than classic 
pomeron instances. 

Changlyong Kim reported on a DO 
search for BFKL correlation effects 
but do not find a definitive result. 
CDF has also searched for two 
further classes of rapidity gap events, 
as reported by Dino Goulianos. 
These are events with two jets on the 
same side of the gap (corresponding 
to events seen by UA8), and events 
containing a W. In neither case are 
gaps observed at the present level of 
sensitivity. While diffractive W pro
duction represents an exciting 
possibility for future studies, the 
absence of a signal at the present 
level appears in conflict with models 
where the pomeron contains mainly 
hard quarks and antiquarks. 

Both HERA experiments have 
added detectors for quasi-elastically 
scattered protons, which will give a 
direct tag of the pomeron momen
tum. Ideas to add similar detectors at 
the Tevatron (CDF) are being formu
lated. The HERA and Tevatron 
experiments complement each other 
nicely and together should allow a 
mapping of the quark and gluon 
structure of the pomeron. 

An interesting range of small-x and 
diffractive results in muon-nucleus 
scattering was reported by E-665. As 
Karsten Eggert explained, cERN's 
LHC proton collider should also 
provide a rich field for studying the 
pomeron and using diffraction as a 
tool for heavy quark studies. 

After some years in the wilderness, 
pomeron physics has gained mo
mentum, perhaps leading on to new 
understanding. As the long-distance 
carrier of the strong interaction at 
high energy, the pomeron is in some 
ways analogous to the electromag
netic photon. At the same time, it 

must also be an extremely complex 
collective phenomena at the level of 
gluons - the carriers of the strong 
force. 

Until we understand the pomeron, 
we cannot claim to understand strong 
interactions. 

From Mike Albrow 

Bookshelf 

A n Equation That Changed the 
World, by Harald Fritzsch, 

University of Chicago Press ($29.95, 
ISBN 0-226-26557-9) 

Distinguished theorist Harald Fritzsch 
is already well known through his 
popular books The Creation of 
Matter, The Universe from Beginning 
to End', and 'Quarks: The Stuff of 
Matter'. (Written and first published in 
German.) 

The Equation That Changed the 
World, is of course E=mcf. However 
the book ranges wider, describing the 
impact of Newton's and Einstein's 
work on our present understanding, 
imaginatively acted out through the 
Alice-in-Wonderland adventures of a 
fictitious Professor of Theoretical 
Physics at the University of Bern 
called Adrian Haller. 

After a brief introduction on New
ton's life and work, the book is the 
narration by Haller of a dream in 
which he meets Newton in Cam
bridge. Still fast asleep, Haller and 
Newton then depart for Bern, where 
they encounter Einstein. Finally the 
trio depart for Geneva and CERN. 

Newton, who has much to assimi
late from both his companions, 
shows himself an apt pupil. Einstein 
too is put to the test. As well as 
having the benefit of scientific hind-
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sight, know-all narrator Haller Is also 
familiar with 20th century technology, 
acting as tourist guide as well as 
mentor. 

While the interplay of the characters 
makes for a compelling explanation 
of physics ideas, Haller shows little 
humility towards the two behemoths 
of science. The action in the final 
chapters of the book takes place at 
CERN, but it is a book about theory, 
so theorist lifestyle predominates. 

With its insight and offbeat slant, 
the book is a good scientific read and 
will surely add to Professor Fritzsch's 
already solid reputation as a popular 
science writer. 

Science exhibition in Pisa 

The Istituto Nazionale di Fisica 
Nucleare produced a science exhibi
tion " inside quarks, beyond galax
ies", shown at the end of last year in 
Pisa, in the former church of S. Paolo 
aWOrto in the town centre. 

The exhibition illustrated our 
present understanding of nature, 
from the innermost structure of 
matter to the far galaxies; presenting 
the research tools from cyclotrons to 
LHC and detectors from Geiger 
counters to the latest blend of 
microgap chambers and apparatus 
for studying cosmic rays and gravita
tional waves. A section was given 
over to particle detectors for medical 
applications and the technological 
spin-off of subnuclear research. 

Special attention was given to the 
research carried out by Pisa groups, 
from their activities at the CERN ISR 
to the CDF experiment at Fermilab, 
and plans at new accelerators. 

The exhibition included interactive 
multimedia. It attracted some 20,000 
visitors, including many high school 
students. 

A view of the science exhibition " Inside 
quarks, beyond galaxies" produced by the 
Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare and 
shown in Pisa at the end of last year (see 
also front cover). 

On people 

Khosrow Chadan, former director of 
Orsay's Laboratoire de Physique 
theorique et particules elementaires 
has been nominated Chevalier of the 
Legion of Honour. 

R. Vinh Mau, main author of the 
'Paris' nucleon-nucleon potential, has 
been nominated and promoted 
Officer of the French Ordre du 
Merite. 

Tom Roser is Head of the Accelera
tor Division in the Alternating Gradi
ent Synchrotron Department at 
Brookhaven, succeeding Bill Weng. 
We apologize for the unfortunate 
misprint in the December issue, page 
27. 

Moisei Markov 1908-1994 

Academician Moisei Alexandrovich 
Markov died on 1 October. Although 
basically a theorist, he made major 
contributions to the development and 
infrastructure of Russian experimen
tal physics. 

After graduating from Moscow in 
1930, he went on to join the new 
Lebedev Institute. His initial interests 
were in the problem of infinities in 
quantum field theory, carrying out 
pioneer work on the idea of non-
locality, a regular theme during his 
career. In the 1960s he turned to 
fundamental questions at the inter
face between particle physics and 
cosmology. 

With the advent of major accelera
tors in the post-war period, he was a 
staunch promoter of experiments at 
these machines, first for the Lebedev 
electron machine, and subsequently 
for the Dubna proton synchrotron. 
After milestone contributions to the 
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